
POSTeden 
Reconnecting 
you  to nature.

01 Foyae                                    
Information Desk                    
Notice Board

02 Storage                                  
Ecology Library                       
Tools Storage  
Protective Equipment   
 
03 Matierals                            
Matieral Conversion              
Drying Area  
Wood Storage 
 Rock Storage 
 Willow Storage 
 Metal Storage  
Clay Storage

04 Workshop                          
Basket Weaving Space           
Stone Carving Space  
Basket Weaving Space 
 Stone Carving Space 
Lathe   
Metal Working Space 
 Potters Wheel  
Work Bench

05 Gallery                                 
Turf Tub Basket                     
 Oak Table  
Granite Sculpture  
Kreel Basket  
Skibb Basket  
Cherry Bowl  
Ash Chair  
Basault Table 
 Marble Table  
Square Basket 
 Willow Art  
Granite Sculpture  
Basket Table  
Skibb Basket 
Oak Bowl 
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Welcome to 
POSTeden 
01  What is Post Eden                                                                                
We are a community of practice that aim  to reconnect with nature  
through learning about the ecology of landscapes and through 
making objects with natural materials.  We go on foraging trips  
into natural areas and urban ares to learn  about ecology  
and biodiversity of these areas. While we learn about ecology  
we forage for found materials to make objects from at our hub.
 
 At our hub we convert these raw materials into useable resources 
 through drying and sanding processes. We then learn traditional 
 craft skills in our workshop and work with the found materials   
to make original and personal objects.

02 Store                                                                                     

In our storage room you will find everything you     
 need to go on a solo foraging trip or group trip. We 
have a library of field guides about the ecology 
and biodiversity of different landscapes. We 
are constantly adding to this as members of our 
community write new field guides or as new ones 
are bought. There  is tool storage for harvesting 
found materials and containers too. All of the 
protective equipment and outdoor gear that you 
need to explore, collect and investigate the natural 
world are stored here and can be used at anytime 
by any member of our community.

03 Conversion                                                                                                         

After we collect found materials they often need      
 to be converted into a usable resource through 
different processes. These processes involve 
 drying techniques, sanding techniques and other 
experimental techniques in the production of 
different composites. Many tools and research 
equipment  are needed in these processes. More 
experienced members of the community pass 
on the knowledge that they have learnt through 
these different processes,. This shred knowledge 
encourages fast progression and friendships 
within the community. 04  Workshop                                                                            

In our workshop the found materials that have          
been converted into resources are taken and 
crafted using traditional crafting  skills. These 
skills are shared withe community by master 
craftspeople. As the community grows new 
we become more experienced with these skills 
members progress to the position  of master and 
teach their skills to newer members. Through 
the practice of working with these materials 
with these crafting techniques we learn more 
about nature and the role that this material has 
in biodiversity. Through the practice of many 
 traditional crafting techniques, we hope that 
many contemporary techniques will be founded  
as we learn more and more about the materials 
that surround us. 

05 Gallery                                                                                  
In our gallery we display the objects that have           
most recently left our workshop. There are 15 
spaces for objects to exhibited and these objects 
constantly change as the community make new 
objects.  This gallery serves as inspiration for 
members  of the community and encourages new 
 members to join us.
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